The Global Enteric Multicenter Study (GEMS) is an investigation of the burden (number of cases and incidence) of moderate-to-severe diarrhea (MSD) in children <60 months of age at 7 sites in sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia. The population attributable fraction for a putative pathogen, either unadjusted or adjusted for other pathogens, is estimated using the proportion of MSD cases from whom the pathogen was isolated and the odds ratio for MSD and the pathogen from conditional logistic regression modeling. The adjusted attributable fraction, proportion of MSD cases taken to a sentinel health center (SHC), number of cases presenting to an SHC, and the site's population are used to estimate the annual number of MSD cases and MSD incidence rate attributable to a pathogen or group of pathogens. Associations with death and nutritional outcomes, ascertained at follow-up visits to case and control households, are evaluated both in MSD cases and in the population.
The Global Enteric Multicenter Study (GEMS) is an investigation of the burden (number of cases and incidence) of moderate-to-severe diarrhea (MSD) in children <60 months of age at 7 sites in sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia. The population attributable fraction for a putative pathogen, either unadjusted or adjusted for other pathogens, is estimated using the proportion of MSD cases from whom the pathogen was isolated and the odds ratio for MSD and the pathogen from conditional logistic regression modeling. The adjusted attributable fraction, proportion of MSD cases taken to a sentinel health center (SHC), number of cases presenting to an SHC, and the site's population are used to estimate the annual number of MSD cases and MSD incidence rate attributable to a pathogen or group of pathogens. Associations with death and nutritional outcomes, ascertained at follow-up visits to case and control households, are evaluated both in MSD cases and in the population.
Diarrheal diseases are one of the top 2 causes of death among children <60 months of age in the developing world [1] . Interventions to diminish this enteric disease burden among the world's most disadvantaged pediatric populations are expected to include pathogen-specific vaccines and diagnostics (followed by specific treatment), as well as expanded use of nonspecific therapeutic regimens such as oral rehydration and zinc. Despite a plethora of individual site studies [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , and a few coordinated multicountry studies [9] of both case/control and prospective cohort design, there remains much disagreement over the relative importance of various specific bacterial, viral, and protozoal pathogens as causes of diarrheal illness, particularly of clinically more severe forms. As additional diarrheal pathogens have come to be described in recent years and as diagnostic microbiologic tests have become more sensitive, the need for a definitive study of pediatric diarrheal disease gained widespread support and momentum [10] . This led to initiation of the Global Enteric Multicenter Study (GEMS), a matched case/ control study of the burden, in terms of numbers of cases and incidence rates, of moderate-to-severe diarrhea (MSD) in children <60 months of age at 4 sites in sub-Saharan Africa and 3 sites in South Asia (see Levine et al and Kotloff et al in this supplement) [11, 12] . GEMS, which involves the detection of a wide array of etiologic agents in enrolled MSD cases and their matched controls, represents a historic multisite undertaking to apply standardized specific microbiologic methods to detect evidence of infection with 1 or more of a wide array of potential pathogens, and to use the resulting data to estimate the disease burden attributable to specific pathogens.
In this paper we describe and illustrate the major statistical methods used in GEMS. These include methods for assessing associations between the presence of specific pathogens (and other variables of interest) and MSD, estimating the proportion and absolute number of cases of MSD due to specific pathogens, estimating the incidence of MSD and the proportion of MSD cases who are taken to one of the health centers designated as a study site (referred to as sentinel health centers [SHCs]), and assessing associations between pathogens and other variables of interest with outcomes other than MSD.
STUDY DESIGN
For GEMS, MSD is defined by an episode of diarrhea (≥3 loose stools within a 24-hour period) with onset within the past 7 days and at least 7 days after the end of any previous episode, and at least 1 of the following: sunken eyes, more than normal; loss of skin turgor; intravenous rehydration administered or prescribed; visible blood in stool; or hospitalization with diarrhea. At each GEMS study site, children 0-59 months of age who had MSD and were brought to one of the site's SHCs were enrolled into the study, along with 1 or more controls who were matched to the case by age, time (within 7 days of the case enrollment), and geographic location of residence. Up to 8 or 9 cases per 2-week period in each of 3 age strata (0-11, 12-23, and 24-59 months) were typically enrolled during a 3-year enrollment period at each site. These strata represent age groups in which MSD and its clinical presentations (eg, dysentery) are observed with different frequencies and when the etiologies are known to be somewhat different. For example, certain etiologies are relatively more important in infants, while others are more common in toddlers or preschool children with MSD. Most of our analyses have been done within these age strata. Calculation of statistical power was based on comparing 2 independent proportions; for a moderate degree of correlation between presence of a pathogen in a case and in its matched control, the power for a given sample size will be higher for a test designed for matched data. The planned sample size at each site was 600 analyzable case/control pairs. This sample size should be sufficient, for example, for a test at the 2-sided 5% significance level to have 80% power to find a significant difference between proportions of cases and controls for which a specific pathogen is isolated, if the respective true proportions are 5.8% and 2.5%. Stool specimens were collected from each case and control for identification of potential enteric pathogens. Demographic, anthropometric, and other information about the study child and the household was collected at enrollment and also at a home visit approximately 50-90 days after enrollment.
Besides the matched case/control study, a Health Care Utilization and Attitudes Survey (HUAS), based on random sampling from each site's demographic surveillance system (DSS), was conducted before the beginning of the study.
Truncated versions of the HUAS, known as HUAS-lite, were conducted several times during the 3 years of case and control enrollment. The HUAS was used to evaluate associations between a variety of demographic factors and characteristics of households (eg, main source of water, main method of disposal of feces) with the presence of diarrhea in the sampled child. The HUAS-lite surveys are used primarily to estimate the proportion of children with MSD who were taken to one of the site's SHCs and to estimate the 1-week incidence of MSD.
The GEMS study design is given in more detail in the article by Kotloff et al in this supplement [12] .
ANALYSES OF HUAS AND HUAS-LITE DATA
The primary analyses of the HUAS and HUAS-lite data are (1) estimation of the proportion of children with MSD who are taken to one of the site's SHCs within 7 days of onset of diarrhea, (2) estimation of the 1-week incidence of MSD, and (3) identification of associations between characteristics of a household or primary caretaker and care seeking for diarrhea.
We use "r" to represent the proportion (and its estimate) of MSD cases who were taken to one of our designated SHCs within 7 days of onset of diarrhea; r is calculated from HUASlite data, since the HUAS-lite surveys were conducted during the period of case/control enrollment. In calculating r for all sites except Kenya, we use site-specific sampling weights that are defined for each combination of age group (0-11, 12-23, and 24-59 months) and sex. (The entire DSS population is included in HUAS-lite surveys in the Kenya site, so no weighting is necessary.) For each HUAS-lite round, the sampling weight for an age-sex category is the number of children in that category in the DSS population represented by each child in the HUAS-lite sample. Then the weight for each child in an age-sex category is the DSS population total for that category divided by the number of children in the HUAS-lite sample in the category. These weights are used in a time-to-event (life table) analysis using the Kaplan-Meier method to estimate, at each day beginning with the day after onset of diarrhea, the proportion of children with MSD in the population who had been taken to an SHC. Time-to-event analysis is used because for many children who currently had MSD, the HUAS-lite interview was conducted before the child reached the seventh day of the episode, so the child had not had a full 7 days after onset of diarrhea in which to be taken to an SHC. The data for all HUAS-lite rounds conducted during the case/control study are pooled [13] , with each child weighted according to the sampling weight assigned for that child's HUAS-lite round. The estimate of r is then the proportion of children who were taken to an SHC by day 7 after onset of diarrhea in the time-to-event analysis.
We also estimate the 1-week incidence of MSD from HUAS-lite data. For this estimate, we pool data from different HUAS-lite rounds and use sampling weights to obtain these estimates, as is done for estimates of the proportion of cases taken to an SHC within 7 days of onset. We count the number of children with MSD whose illness began on the day of the interview or one of the 6 days preceding that day. As for estimating r, time-to-event analysis is used. In this analysis, children with diarrhea that had not progressed to MSD and whose diarrhea began <1 week prior to the HUAS-lite survey were censored after the number of days they had had diarrhea.
Because much more information was collected in the HUAS than in the HUAS-lite rounds, with the HUAS data we study associations between care seeking for diarrhea and a variety of characteristics of a household or primary caretaker. The main analytic method used to assess these associations is logistic regression modeling, in which we use the sampling weights in order to obtain results that relate to the DSS population.
ASSOCIATIONS WITH MSD IN THE CASE/ CONTROL STUDY
An analysis that is central to the aims of GEMS is the evaluation from the case/control data of potential risk and protective factors for MSD. Because cases of MSD are matched with 1 or more controls, we use conditional logistic regression (CLR) modeling to estimate associations with MSD [14] . In this type of model, case status (case = 1, control = 0) is the dependent variable. The model differs slightly from the usual (unconditional) logistic regression model in that there is no intercept. Thus, the fitted model is of the form
where x 1 , x 2 , … , x k are independent variables under study for association with MSD and b 1 , b 2 , … , b k are estimates of the corresponding coefficients. When a variable x i is dichotomous (ie, 1 if the factor is present and 0 if the factor is not present), exp(b i ) is an estimate of the odds ratio for the factor-that is, the ratio of the odds of MSD when the factor is present to the odds when the factor is absent, where the odds of an event that occurs with probability Q are Q/(1-Q). In order to obtain appropriate results when the number of discordant case/ control pairs (ie, pairs where the factor is present in the case and absent in the control, or vice versa) is 0, we use a penalized likelihood approach [15] . Typically, we fit CLR models for each site and age category separately. In certain analyses it may be appropriate to combine data for different sites and/or different age groups.
Of special interest are associations of putative enteric pathogens-bacterial, viral, and protozoan-with MSD. To assess and quantify the contribution of a specific pathogen without regard to the presence of other pathogens, we fit a CLR model with a dichotomous variable, representing presence or absence of the pathogen, as the only covariate. In analysis of the contribution of a pathogen adjusted for other specific pathogen (s), we fit models with multiple dichotomous variables, each representing presence or absence of one of the pathogens, as covariates. In developing these models, interactions between the effects of pairs of pathogens are considered (ie, the possibility that the association of a pathogen with MSD depends on whether another pathogen is present).
CLR modeling is also used to evaluate associations of environmental and socioeconomic factors with MSD. Two analyses of particular interest are of associations of water sources, sanitary facilities, and hygiene practices with MSD, and of care-seeking costs with MSD.
THE POPULATION ATTRIBUTABLE FRACTION OF MSD DUE TO 1 OR MORE PATHOGENS
The population attributable fraction (AF) of a disease due to a risk factor is the proportion of disease cases (or the proportion of the risk of disease) that might theoretically be eliminated if the risk factor were eliminated. Other names that have been used for this concept include attributable risk and etiologic fraction. AF can be estimated equivalently [16] from the distribution of the exposure (risk factor) either in the entire population [17] or in cases of disease [18] . Although the concept of AF has been known and applied for decades and there have been scores of case/control and cohort studies that have tested for multiple etiologic agents of diarrheal disease to gather information on the relative importance of different agents in association with diarrhea, we have noted only 2 etiologic studies of diarrhea in which the AF concept was applied [8, 19] .
In GEMS we use AF to estimate the fraction of MSD cases due to a specific pathogen or a group of pathogens. We calculate AF for a pathogen, A, as though A were the only risk factor for MSD, and also for A adjusted for other pathogens that might be present. Adjustment for other pathogens is important, since at least 2 of the potential pathogens under study in GEMS were identified in substantial percentages of both cases and controls.
To determine what pathogens are associated with MSD in GEMS, we fit CLR models, as described above, to the data on cases and matched controls. Unadjusted AF for pathogen A is estimated from a model in which the only covariate is an indicator variable y for the presence of A (ie, y = 1 if A is present and y = 0 if A is absent). Given the coefficient b of y in the fitted model, the odds ratio (OR) for MSD and A is estimated as e b . We assume we have a random sample of MSD cases and represent the proportion of MSD cases for which A is present by Pr (A|MSD). If OR >1, the unadjusted attributable fraction AF u is then given by
As is common in case/control studies, we use OR as an approximation to the risk ratio (RR). In GEMS the 1-week incidence of MSD, which is the basis for choosing cases, is small (ranging from <1% to approximately 9%, depending on the study site and age group). Since the controls are closely matched in time to cases, OR is a close approximation to the incidence rate ratio [20] , which with these small incidence rates is in turn close to the RR. We estimate AF for pathogen A1, adjusted for the presence of other pathogens, as in Bruzzi et al [21] . For example, suppose we adjust A1 for another pathogen A2. We fit a (multiple) conditional logistic regression model that in its most general form includes variables y 1 and y 2 , indicating presence or absence of A1 and A2, respectively; and the product of y 1 and y 2 , which represents the interaction of the effects of A1 and A2. In this model an interaction indicates that the OR for MSD and A1 depends on whether or not A2 is present. The model will have estimated coefficients b 10 for y 1 , b 01 for y 2 , and b 11 for the product of y 1 and y 2 . We let ρ ij be the proportion of cases with y 1 = i and y 2 = j, for i and j = 0 or 1; for example, ρ 10 is the proportion of cases with A1 present and A2 absent. Then AF a , the adjusted attributable fraction estimate for A1, can be written
where T 10 = exp(b 10 ) and T 11 = exp(b 10 + b 11 ). Note that the coefficient b 01 does not appear in formula (2); only coefficients corresponding to the presence of A1 are included. T 1j is the ratio of the OR for the combination (1j), in which A1 is present, to the OR for (0j), the same combination of pathogens except that A1 is absent. If there is no interaction term in the model, AF a = (ρ 10 + ρ 11 ) (1-1/T 10 ) = Pr (A1|MSD) (1-1/ T 10 ), where T 10 is now simply the odds ratio for A1 when A2 is absent; in this case AF a has the same form as AF u in equation (1), the only difference being that the OR T 10 is estimated from a model that includes both y 1 and y 2 .
In general, we can estimate the combined attributable fraction for a set of 1 or more pathogens, each with AF >0, possibly adjusted for 1 or more other pathogens-that is, in the above description of AF for A1 adjusted for A2, both pathogens A1 and A2 can be replaced by multiple pathogens. For example, suppose we want estimate to AF a for 2 pathogens A1 and A2 (set I, the pathogens for which a summary AF is desired), adjusted for pathogens A3 and A4 (set II, the pathogens included only for conditioning). In this case we consider proportions ρ ijkl , representing all combinations of presence or absence of the 4 pathogens; in the GEMS data, some of these proportions will be 0, since specific combinations with more than 2 pathogens occur infrequently. In its most general form, the model will include indicator variables y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , and y 4 , and all possible products (interactions) of these variables. The formula for AF a is
In formula (3), the summation is over all i, j, k, l = 0 or 1; T ijkl , the term for combination (ijkl), is a ratio of the OR for the combination and an OR when the variables representing pathogens in set I ( pathogens A1 and A2, for which a summary AF is to be estimated) are all set to 0. T ijkl thus includes coefficients that correspond to pathogens in set I that are present in the combination, as well as interactions between any of them and pathogens in set II ( pathogens A3 and A4, the conditioning set) that are present in the combination. T ijkl will not include any coefficients of "main effects" for pathogens in set II or interactions between pathogens in set II, because these appear in both the numerator and denominator ORs that determine T ijkl [21] . For a combination of the form (00kl), all pathogens in set I are absent, and T ijkl = 1. Suppose the CLR model for 4 pathogens, the first 2 in the set for which AF is to be estimated and the last two in the conditioning set, includes terms for all main effects and 2-way interactions (but not higher-order interactions), with coefficients b ijkl for combination (ijkl). Then, for example, the combination of pathogens 1, 2, and 4 corresponds to T 1101 = exp (b 1000 + b 0100 + b 1100 + b 1001 + b 0101 ). Note that a coefficient with >1 of the subscripts equal to 1 is the coefficient of an interaction term; b 1100 is the coefficient of the product y 1 y 2 , etc. For this example Table 1 gives all possible values of the natural logarithm of T, log e (T ijkl ), in terms of the estimates b ijkl from the CLR model. Note that any combination (ijkl) for which no pathogen from set I is present will have log e (T ijkl ) = 0 (ie, T ijkl = 1) in formula (3) .
In the GEMS data we have occasionally seen evidence of 2-way interactions, but we have seen no evidence of 3-way or higher interactions; thus, only interactions involving 2 pathogens need be considered in the GEMS analysis.
Cases were sampled for GEMS in approximately equal numbers during each 2-week period, regardless of the number of MSD cases appearing at the SHCs. We estimate AF both unweighted and using weights defined as (number of eligible cases/number of enrolled cases), ie, as the inverse of the sampling fraction for MSD cases. Data for adjacent 2-week periods are combined when there are no enrolled cases in a period. AF estimation is done separately for the 3 age strata (0-11, 12-23, and 24-59 months) within which MSD cases were sampled. Table 2 shows unadjusted and adjusted AF estimates, unweighted, for children aged 12-23 months in India for the first 2 years of the 3-year GEMS case/control study. These results are typical of the results for other sites and age groups, in that there are few important interactions and the adjusted estimates are not very different from the unadjusted estimates. In particular, with few exceptions, the adjusted AF and number of attributable cases for the major pathogens change only modestly, compared to the unadjusted estimates.
CALCULATION OF ATTRIBUTABLE MSD CASES AND MSD INCIDENCE
Let M CC , M SHC , and M pop represent the total number of MSD cases enrolled in the study, the total numbers of MSD cases seen at the site's SHCs, and the total number of MSD cases in the population in 3 years, respectively. Then for each site and age category, the respective numbers of cases attributable to pathogen A in the study, in the site's SHCs, and in the population are given by AF × M CC , AF × M SHC , and AF × M pop , respectively.
The numbers of cases attributable to A in the study and the SHCs are calculated directly from AF and the numbers of cases, since we observe M CC and take M SHC as the number of cases presenting at the SHCs who are eligible for the study. However, we do not observe M pop directly, but rather estimate it from M SHC and the estimated proportion, r, of MSD cases taken to one of the study site's SHCs. As indicated above, r is estimated from the HUAS-lite rounds conducted during the study.
The estimated annual number of MSD cases in the population during the 3-year case/control study period is M pop = M SHC /(3r), and the estimated annual number of cases attributable to A is AF × M pop = AF × M SHC /(3r). If N is the average population at the site over the study period, the annual incidence rate of MSD attributable to A during the study is Abbreviations: AF, attributable fraction; ETEC, enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli; LT, heat-labile enterotoxin; OR, odds ratio; ST, heat-stable enterotoxin. a OR: ratio of the odds of moderate-to-severe diarrhea when the putative pathogen is present to the odds when it is absent. OR >1 indicates a positive association. b P value from logistic regression.
approximately AF × M SHC /(3rN). N is estimated as the median of population estimates from several DSS rounds performed during the study. Table 3 illustrates these calculations for data from the first 2 years of the study on infants aged 0-11 months in The Gambia. The variance of the incidence rate is approximated by Taylor series to first derivative terms (delta method). The variance of AF is estimated using a jackknife procedure [13] , the variance of r as the variance of the probability of an event in a weighted Kaplan-Meier analysis, the variance of M SHC /3 as the variance of the mean of 3 yearly totals of cases coming to an SHC, and the variance of N as the variance of the median of several observations from a normal distribution [22] .
ASSOCIATIONS WITH OUTCOMES IN CASES OF MSD
Because the GEMS case/control study includes follow-up visits at approximately 60 days (range, 50-90 days), we have information on certain outcomes. Among these are death and, among cases and controls who survive to the follow-up visit, linear and ponderal growth. It is thus natural to investigate risk or protective factors for these outcomes in MSD cases. For a dichotomous outcome such as death, we use logistic regression modeling or, in order to use the actual follow-up times, Cox proportional hazards regression. For a continuous outcome we use linear regression analysis. This analysis is especially relevant for prioritizing the development of point-ofcare diagnostics and therapeutic interventions. For a pathogen that is associated with a high case-fatality rate, it might also suggest a need for a prophylactic intervention, such as a vaccine.
ASSOCIATIONS WITH OUTCOMES IN THE POPULATION
Besides evaluating associations between outcomes and risk or protective factors in cases, we are interested in such associations in the general population. This type of analysis is particularly well suited for evaluating the need for preventive interventions, such as vaccines, that target specific pathogens or environmental conditions and would be widely applied in the population. To evaluate this type of association, we use a weighted analysis of cases and controls, which is described in detail by Sommerfelt et al in this supplement [23] . In this approach, weights are chosen so as to make the proportion of cases in the analysis approximately the same as in the population from which the cases were drawn.
DISCUSSION
Of the various statistical analyses in GEMS, it is the analysis of etiology that is the most important and demanding. The reason is that one of the driving rationales for initiating the GEMS was to be able, on the basis of the results, to prioritize the allocation of financial and other resources toward the implementation of existing interventions (such as vaccines and therapeutics) and to prioritize investments in research aimed at developing new interventions, based on the relative contributions of different pathogens to the overall burden of MSD in young children. From this perspective, one sees clearly the potential utility of the AF, defined as the proportion of MSD that would be eliminated if the target population were no longer exposed to a specific risk factor (such as a specific pathogen). AF allows us to estimate the number of MSD cases at one of our sites that can be attributed to a specific pathogen, adjusted for other pathogens that might also be present. Thus, we can distinguish between a pathogen that is responsible for a large number of cases and another pathogen that might be associated with MSD but for which the number of attributable cases is considerably smaller. This is crucial in allowing policy makers to set priorities for interventions. Further, it can help us to identify locations where a specific intervention might make a large impact and other locations where its impact might be relatively minor.
There are, of course, limitations of our study and analysis. The most important limitation regarding statistical analysis is probably in the estimation from HUAS-lite surveys of the proportion of MSD cases taken to an SHC, which we call "r." This proportion is important in our estimation of total MSD burden, as well as the burden attributable to specific pathogens. The HUAS-lite surveys were based on random samples from the DSS population. However, for various reasons (eg, in Kolkata many MSD cases were taken to private healthcare providers) in most sites and age groups r is smaller than we had hoped it would be (<40% in all except 1 site). Thus, there is the potential for bias in the proportion of cases enrolled with a specific manifestation of MSD or in which a specific pathogen was isolated. A minor limitation is that our requirement that eligible cases should have had onset of diarrhea within the past 7 days could produce a slight underestimate of the true incidence of MSD. Data from the HUAS and HUASlite surveys, including estimates of r, will be presented in papers that are in preparation. Various bacterial, viral, and protozoal pathogens can each cause MSD in children, and some set of these enteropathogens are collectively responsible for most of the MSD that occurs among young children in developing countries. These diarrheal pathogens are transmitted to susceptible children in 1 or more ways, depending on the pathogen, including via contaminated water or food, direct contact with fecally contaminated hands, flies acting as mechanical vectors, and contaminated fomites. There are 2 broad approaches to diminish MSD by active interventions. One approach aims to diminish transmission by instituting broad, cross-cutting water/sanitation/ hygiene interventions to reduce the risk factors that result in fecally contaminated hands, food, and water and in allowing house flies to serve as mechanical vectors to carry enteric pathogens that can cause illness with small inocula (eg, Shigella). Examples of these interventions include household-based methods of treating water, refrigeration (to prevent pathogens in food and drink from growing to become potentially large inocula), washing hands with soap at critical points during the day (following defecation, prior to handling food, and before and after holding infants). Each of these interventions is estimated to diminish the incidence of diarrhea illness by 12%-25% [24] [25] [26] [27] , and each is presumed to be cross-cutting (ie, to diminish all enteric pathogens transmitted by a particular mechanism against which the intervention is directed).
The alternative strategy whereby the burden of MSD may be diminished, even without water, sanitation, and hygiene interventions that diminish the overall fecal burden in the environment, is to modify the immunologic status of the host from susceptible to immune by means of vaccination against specific pathogens. To pursue this strategy, one must first know the major agents responsible for MSD and their relative contribution to the overall MSD burden to prioritize what existing vaccines need to be implemented and what others need investments to be developed. It is in this context that the concept of AF is so potentially useful and important. While this might be straightforward in a study of diarrheal disease in an industrialized country setting, deciphering the data in a developing country project such as GEMS is daunting because approximately 85% of MSD cases can yield 1 or more enteropathogens, as can >70% of healthy controls, and a substantial proportion can yield multiple pathogens. Use of adjusted AF takes into account not only the prevalence of a pathogen of interest in controls as well as in cases, but also the presence of other pathogens besides the pathogen of interest, in both cases and controls.
Surprisingly, despite the fact that a large number of case/ control studies have been carried out in developing countries to look for the predominant pathogens of MSD, the statistical analyses have only rarely utilized the concept of AF. In part this may have been due to lack of clear understanding of methods for adjustment for the presence of multiple pathogens [28] . However, the AF methodology, including the calculation of adjusted AFs, has undergone considerable development in recent decades. Several recent reviews have addressed subtleties in both the mathematical models and assumptions that underlie the use of AF [16, 28, 29] . One fundamental point to consider is that AF for an enteropathogen as a cause of MSD can be calculated either based on the distribution of exposure to the pathogen in the population [17] or the distribution of exposure in the cases [18] . In the GEMS analyses we employ the latter approach. We believe that calculation of AF, with adjustment for the presence of multiple pathogens among cases and controls, provides an appropriate approach for identifying the relative burden of diarrheal disease that could be eliminated through interventions against specific pathogens. We propose that this be adopted as a standard methodology (among others) for studies similar to GEMS, so that it will be possible to compare results of studies across time and geography, if other relevant case definition, selection, and laboratory methods are similar.
Notes

